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About This Software

VertoStudio VR is a fully-capable 3D modeling studio designed to run entirely in VR! No mirroring or external software is
required of any kind. You can use it to import FBX, OBJ, DAE (and more) directly in front of you, then configure every aspect
of the visual display of these scenes directly down to the individual polygons. It also supports a full-scale desktop 3D modeling

mode that can run at the same time as the VR mode!

Whether you are mocking up a quick VR workflow, or designing production VR environments, this tool eliminates all of the
pipeline complexity involved with getting 3D assets and content into VR quickly. Using Verto Studio, there is no more

guesswork in designing for VR. By including a traditional desktop-based 3D modeling mode, artists can move into VR at their
own pace, and leverage the benefits of both modes as they navigate their way into this new technology.

Verto Studio VR Features

 Create 3D scenes from scratch without the need for external computers or software.

 Prefabs: Plane, Cube, Sphere, Torus, Cylinder, Sketch (draw in 3D), Terrain height map (image based), Text (supports
custom ttf fonts)

 Object edit mode: Rotate, Translate, Scale, Select entire objects and manipulate their transforms.

 Includes real-world unit system for editing absolute position and scale of objects in meters.
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 Snap to grid, snap to vertex, snap to edge, snap to face

 Low-Poly CSG (Union, Intersect, Subtract, Chisel)

 Live polycount reduction (quadratic mesh simplification),

 UV texcoord editing

 Subdivide

 Mesh smooth

 Vertex weld

 Grabbing objects & polygonal selections via grip buttons.

 Teleport and Fly locomotion support

 VR Skyboxes environments: Includes Blue sky, gray sky, light grey environments (or can be disabled).

 Immersive VR (IVR) scale setting via simple control to easily dial in scale of entire scene.

 Left-handed controller mode.

 Multiple editable lights

 Material editing: Phong, Reflective/refractive environment mapping, Bump mapping, Toon shading

 Runs custom GLSL shaders created in other versions of the app

 File importing: FBX, DAE, OBJ, and more

 File Exporting: OBJ and vsxproj (Verto Studio)

 Concurrent editing features (drop into desktop editor while in VR at the same time).

 Export Verto Studio scenes to cloud drive.

 Full-featured Desktop Mode allowing editing concurrent with VR viewer (two-user mode).

 VR Voice Commands on Windows 10 "Edit", "Select All", "Delete", etc.

 HoloPlay mirroring support for Looking Glass Displays

 Complete file compatibility with the HoloLens, iOS, and Mac versions of Verto Studio 3D

 and more!
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Title: Verto Studio VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Game Development
Developer:
Verto Studio LLC
Publisher:
Verto Studio LLC
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 x64 or Newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon RX 480

English
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The game has been abandoned by the dev. Though you can still play through the main campaign and some extras, there are a
number of features that utilize daily counters. However with the game abandoned, these features never unlock on the next day -
the counters remain infinite. And for those few who like to pay for in game currency to help get items faster, the ability to
purchase said currency is no longer available. Not a negative for myself, but can be for others.

The gameplay itself is entertaining only within the first couple stages. After that its "clunkiness" begins to wear on you. Go play
Diablo III instead.. it is fun but a lot of improvement required.. fun and easy to play n chilling. Nothing interesting to see here.
Move along please.. Awesome game! Rujns great and looks great in my Samsung Odyssey headset. The gameplay is very
intuitive and controlling the hover bike with the motion controllers works perfectly. Extremely good arcade game! It is a very
fast paced game, I don't get sick from movement in VR games and this one didn't bother me either. You can move in all
directions very quickly though so those people who are suceptible to VR sickness may be affected. Well worth trying to see for
yourself though, because if you don't get motion sick from it then you would be in for a hell of a good time!. My favorite H1Z1
update yet!
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Pretty nice game with a unique game mechanic for a puzzle game.
Puzzles are kinda easy tough, but okay for the price.. A very cute and humorous puzzle game, perfect for if you feel like
relaxing for a bit but still wanna play something. The puzzles aren't that difficult, but the art, story and jokes make up for it!. i
love this game.. This is a sweet looking app for my game collection. Unfortunately it doesn't work at all. Getting error and it
shuts down. So 3 bucks down the drain!. another interesting hardcore platformer where blocks you are running and jumping on
are generated randomly, so you often do not see what comes next and have limited time for desicion making, and you have
enemies, bullets, traps, mines, to shoot to avoid - all everything at once :)
cheap, properly done, i can recommend.. It's an interesting idea for sure!
While I find the game interesting, the combat i find boring.
Some will probably like it, but some won't just like me.
Review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_RbgIbjWe4. Not that bad, buy it with the bundle.. Ive actually come back to
update my review so "I can now recommend this game" as I did/could not before ( see old review below ).

I dont know if they have released a sneaky patch since the last but I have to report that within the last month, the game has
seemed to have stablized??

- It is no longer disconnecting me, my friends or other players from online games
- It now tallys up the score at the end fully even if it goes for a long time ( so u can see who won )

The achivements problem constantly re-appearing everytime u play a game is still there, so I hope the Dev is aware of this and
plans to fix.

The rest of the review stays the same, its still a pretty basic game .... but at least it works 90% now and I can get on with
enjoying the game rather than worrying about the problems that could occor.

Review changed to " Recommended "

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Review below left on 29 October, 2018...

Played since it since it was released on the xbox arcade .... I love Carcassonne and was pleasantly surprised when they released a
copy on steam but i was a little dissapointed that i had to sign up to a 3rd party before i could play :(

The UI, menu`s & configurable options are basic .. but gets the job done.

The profile options on the Asmodee website are very basic ... but they get the job done. (u cant change ure profile in game??(Its
2018 not 1998)

The online play would be great if it didnt keep throwing up problems all of the time ... atm approx every 1 in 3 games I will
disconnect one of the players or the whole game will crash & by the time the player has re-opened the game and re-joined, the
Ai that takes over has pretty much destroyed that players game :( and to rub salt in the wounds - if you do not stay in the game
until the end (games last approx 40 mins) youre karma will take a hit too :(

Ive got 7 crash reports already and the asmodee website tells me that I have played 16 games only :/

Also the achivements system is broken atm as it keeps on giving u the same achivement over and over every game u have which
can get annoying.

For such a small game, problems as bad as this should have been rectified before it was released on steam!

If youre cluckin to play carcassone tho, for approx £7 ure not going to be dissapointed, but the Devs really need to fix the bugs
for me to change my mind and give it a thumbs up.

Imo its very similar to the Xbox version ... but the Xbox version was better programmed and worked from the go straight away!.
After a short amount of play, this title leaves me unimpressed. At the normal settings, it seems frustratingly difficult. I see this
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title has been compared to others like Superhot or RecRoom. It's not in the same league as those great games. It has a neat,
comic book stylized look, but it's not as polished. I think more attention has been paid to the cosmetics of the game, than the
actual gameplay and enjoyment factors. I'll play more and revise my review if necessary, but thus far, I have to say it wasn't
worth it as a pay game. Not interesting enough. Too easy to die, and then you have to repeat things. Not very fun. Especially
disappointed in those that compared this game to others that are orders of magnitudes more superior.

New Trailor Available:
New Trailer has been released.

This for the new add on adventure: Under Ms. Katz House. Dog Barley-Break 7 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1056155/. 5.28 Update:

 5.28 Hotfix [/ h1]

- Fixed bug about black screen

 :: Gameplay :: [/ h1]

- Added "Aegis" system
 : Now you can earn additional ability points by giving experience points in the temple.

- Changed in the dungeon shop
 : The number of items sold has changed from 4 fixed to 4 to 6.
 : The sales price of items has been adjusted a little.

- Changed in the food system
 : Now food is divided into normal food / special food.
 : Normal foods will raise the player's basic stats.
 : Special foods may contain unique effects.

- Edited some maps

- Changed ability
  : The 20Lv perk of all abilities now increases dash +1.
  : 20Lv perk of Greed are changed.
    (Added to reduce the increase in satiety when eating food)
  : 20Lv perk of Patience are changed.
    (Recovery HP during battle)

 :: Item :: [/ h1]

- Added more than 10 items

- Added set item system

- Edited performance of some items

- Edited name, description of some items

 :: UI :: [/ h1]
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- Added item list and set list journal

- Fixed problem when connecting multiple controllers

- Fixed problem where key guidance UI does not display properly

- Added "Reset All Settings" function (in the settings panel)

 :: Other :: [/ h1]

- Edited tutorial text

- Added sound effects. Version 1.1.2 Released:
Hey there!

Another quick update for you today. This one contains one fix and one addition. Here they are:

The mouse can now be used to highlight the left/right menu item arrows in the menu. When clicked, the menu item
increments/decrements based on which arrow is highlighted.

Fixed a bug that caused the summary total possible kills/treasures/secrets to be inaccurate after going to the secret level.

To my knowledge, that fixes the last of the bugs, but if there are others (or older ones continue to persist), be sure to let us know
in the discussion group.

More substantial content soon.

Thanks!. August Patch Update 02.08.18:

GREETINGS CHAMPIONS,. ROE Thailand Invitational- Introducing the NA team: Noble!:
Hi everyone!

The ROE Thailand Invitational is now less than 3 weeks away and we’re continuing to announce the teams representing each
area of the world. This week, we will be introducing the three directly invited teams from the NA region, and we’re kicking
things off with Noble! Let’s get started!
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NOBLE - Team introduction:. Update 15/5/19:
Hey, it's dog!

Firstly, two things. Twostly? Eh.

Okay, so, I'm not gonna write these weekly, because it just occurred to me: while there IS weekly progress that I can report on,
it's not always INTERESTING progress, heh heh, or at the very least, not the kinda progress that translates over to devlogs well.
Worry not: I'm just letting y'all know not to panic if I go quiet for 2-3 weeks. Just means I'm getting the boring parts out of the
way, y'know?

Instead, I'll focus on making more interesting devlogs with at LEAST two images every few weeks, most likely. Or whenever I
have shit to show off! Here's a teaser image I forgot to embed last week because I'm still getting used to Steamworks controls,
heh-
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Secondly, I'm hard at work on... stuff. I have a few drafts written out for the dating plotlines, with many on paper, and a few
now on my pc screen! This is actually the last stage before implementation, so hyyyype! Once a scene is written, it's
implemented and I'm already implementing scenes as we speak. I'm adding the finishing touches to chapter 1 of Randy's route,
and hell, might even finish his entire route this month if I'm lucky! Here's a few of the (obviously censored, you pervert!) dating
route drafts, in case you wanna see what they look like.
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I've got more detailed notes on paper/in separate documents, but these references are essential, and allow me to track total
progress precisely.

Not the MOST exciting devlog, granted, but hell, progress is nice! Last step is adding the finished character images. See, since
my protagonists' images are taken from photos of real-live people who've kindly agreed to donate images of their fleshy-
phoneless bodies to me, I can dictate certain poses or expressions that I wanna see from the models. This allows for organically
produced unique expressions, which stem from me saying "HMMM, I KINDA FEEL LIKE WE COULD USE A NEW
EXPRESSION HERE FOR THIS PIECE OF DIALOGUE, BECAUSE IT SURE IS SIGNIFICANT" and the like!

Next devlog mightn't be for a while, but know that I will remain hard at work. When I have stuff to show off, I'll show it off.
Ciao!. Patch update 1.0.1:
Patch update 1.0.1

 Fixed a bug that caused the laser turret to be not destroyed.

 Fixed the 'running stop' animation

 Changed the colors of some of the UI headings to make it more readable.

. Mac and Linux Testers Requested!:
We're looking for a couple Mac and Linux testers to try out those ports of Outbreak. If you have a machine of those types that
can run Steam, please reach out through this thread.

Preference will be given to folks who have demonstrated testing builds for other games in the past.

Full warning, the builds may be incomplete, broken and could have other issues. Volunteer only if you're comfortable testing
potentially unstable software.. Happy Halloween!:
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Hey Everyone!
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